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Abstract

This paper presents a new method for isolated 

Farsi/Arabic characters and digits recognition. Fractal 

codes which are determined by a fractal encoding method 

are used as feature in this system. Fractal image 

compression is a relatively recent technique based on the 

representation of an image by a contractive transform for 

which the fixed point is close to the original image. Each 

fractal code consists of six parameters such as 

corresponding domain coordinates for each range block, 

brightness offset and an affine transformation. We made a 

comparison between support vector machine (SVM) which 

is based on statistical learning theory and radial basis

function (RBF) neural network classifiers. Experimental 

results on our database which was gathered from various 

people with different ages and different educational 

background indicate that fractal codes are suitable 

features in the application of zip code recognition. This 

system achieves recognition rates of 92.71% and 91.33% 

for digits and characters respectively.

1 Introduction

The recognition of handwritten characters has been an 

active research domain in recent years. . Many researches 

have been concerned with the recognition of Latin, 

Chinese and Kanji characters. But little researches have 

been done on Farsi and Arabic. Previous works on 

recognition of isolated characters, words, and scripts of 

Farsi and Arabic languages have used structural features 

[1,2], moment features [3] and W avelet Transform [4] as a 

feature. Neural Networks [4] and Hidden Markov Models 

(HMM) [5] are also used as a classifier in these systems. 

The feature used in this system is fractal codes which are 

obtained after some pre-processing tasks by a fractal 

encoding method. For a given binary image containing 

single character or digit, two pre-processing tasks are 

needed to make the system invariant to scale and frame 

size changes. By finding bounding rectangle box of each 

character or numeral and scaling it to a 6464×  pixel 

image, the system will be robust to location and scale 

changes. Fractal codes represent affine transformations 

which when iteratively applied to range-domain pairs in an 

arbitrary initial image, the result is close to the given 

image. Fractal concept has been used recently by some 

researches for face recognition [6,7]. Ebrahimpour [6]

used the PSNR between feature vectors of the query image 

and feature vectors of all image in the database as a 

measure of distance and a minimum distance classifier. 

Researchers have begun to examine the use of Radial basis 

function (RBF) neural network for solving function 

approximation and pattern classification problems. An 

RBF neural network with HLA [8] learning algorithm has 

been used for classification in our system.

In this paper we made a comparison between RBF 

neural network and support vector machine (SVM) 

classifiers in the application of character and digit 

recognition using fractal feature. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 

2 an overview of fractal image coding and fractal feature 

extraction are given. Section 3 and 4 describe the theory of 

RBF and SVM Classifiers. In section 5, we discuss the 

experimental results and make a comparison between 

recognition rate of RBF and SVM classifiers. Conclusion 

remarks are given in section 6.

2 Fractal Image Compression

W ith the advent of the information age, the need for 

mass information storage and retrieval grows. Different 

image compression methods have been focused for a long 

time to reduce this massive information, but fractal image 

compression is a relatively recent technique based on 

representation of an image by contractive transform, for 

which the fixed point is close to original image.

Suppose we are dealing with a 6464×  binary image in 

which each pixel can have one of 256 levels (ranging from 

black to white). Let 
25621 ,.....,, RRR be 44×  pixel non-

overlapping sub-squares of the image (Range blocks), and 

let D be the collection of all 88×  pixel overlapping sub-

squares of the image (Domain blocks) as depicted in Fig.1. 

The collection D contains 32495757 =×  squares. For each 
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iR block, search through all of D blocks to find a DD i ∈

which minimizes equation (1). There are 8 ways to map 

one square onto another. Each square can be rotated to 4 

orientations or flipped and rotated into 4 other orientations 

as shown in Fig.2. Having 8 different affine 

transformations means comparing 2599232498 =×  domain 

squares with each of the 256 range squares.

Figure 1. One of the block mapping in partitioned iterated 

function systems representation

1 2 2 1 3 1 1 3

3 4 4 3 4 2 2 4

4 3 3 4 2 4 4 2

2 1 1 2 1 3 3 1

Figure 2. Eight different affine transformations

2

)(min
iji DWRErrorCollage −=  (1)

As mentioned before, a 
iD  block has 4 times as many 

pixels as an
iR , so we must either sub-sample (choose 1 

from each 22×  sub-square of 
iD ) or average the 22×

sub-squares corresponding to each pixel of 
iR when we 

minimize equation (1) [9]. Minimizing equation (1) means 

two things. First it means finding a good choice for
iD . 

Second, it means finding a good contrast and brightness 

setting is and io  for 
iW  in equation (2).
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A choice of
iD , along with a corresponding is  and io , 

determines a map
iW . The type of image partitioning used 

for the range blocks can be so different. A wide variety of 

partitions have been investigated, the majority being 

composed of rectangular blocks. Different types of range 

block partitioning were described in [10]. In this research 

we used the simplest possible range partition consists of 

the fixed size square blocks, that is called fixed size square 

blocks (FSSB) partitioning. 

The procedure for finding a fractal model for a given 

image is called encoding, compression, or searching for a 

fractal image representation [11]. After finding the best 

match, fractal elements which consist of 6 real numbers 

(a,b,c,d,e,f) are selected as follows. (a,b,c,d) are (x,y) 

coordinates of the D block and its corresponding R block 

respectively. (e) is the index of affine transformation that 

makes the best match. (it is a number between 1 and 8). (f) 

is the intensity which is a number between 0 and 256. In 

the case of character recognition, although it is not 

necessary to decode the fractal models that are obtained 

from previous section, but we have done it to verify the 

validation of coding algorithm. Decoding process starts 

with an arbitrary initial image. Then the decoding 

algorithm is iterated about 6 to 16 times. The results for 

different iterations and different R block sizes are depicted 

in Fig.3. After each iteration, the average of error and peak 

signal to noise ratio (PSNR) are calculated. (Table1).

Figure 3.  Decoding algorithm’s results.

(a) original image. (b) arbitrary initial image

 (c)  decoded image after 1 iteration for  N=4

  (d) decoded image after 10 iteration for  N=4

  (e)  decoded image after 1 iteration for   N=8

  (f) decoded image after 10 iteration for  N=8

    (g) decoded image after 1 iteration for   N=16

    (h) decoded image after 10 iteration for N=16

Table.1  Average of error and PSNR versus number of 
iteration for N=4

PSNR

(dB)

Average 

Of

Error

Number

Of

Iteration
40.322.450

42.301.951

45.531.383

47.551.065

49.140.8910

49.340.86915

2.1 Fractal Features

Since characters and digits have simple images, we used 

the fixed size square blocks (FSSB) partitioning so the 

first two numbers in the fractal codes (a,b) do not have 

information in feature extraction part. For an 6464×

image with N=16, by omitting (a,b), a feature vector with 

the length of 64 ,(
644

16

64

16

64
=××

), is obtained for each 

character or number.

3 Support Vector Machines

One of the most important recent researches in classifier 

design is the introduction of support vector machines 

classifier. The basic idea of SVM utilized in pattern 

recognition is to construct a hyper-plane as decision plane, 

which separates the positive and negative patterns with the 

largest margin. The optimization of SVM consists to 

minimize the number of support vectors by maximizing 
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the margin between the two classes. The decision function 

derived by the SVM classifier for a two-class problem, can 

be formulated, using a kernel function K( ixx, ) of a new 

example x and a training example ix , as follows:  

∑
∈

+=
SVi

iji xxKyxf 0),()( αα (3)

Where SV is the support vector set (a subset of training 

set) and 1±=iy  the label of example ix . The parameters 

0≥iα are optimized during the training process. Table 2 

shows some kernels that are used in SVMs. The kernel 

function used in our system is Gaussian function because 

experiment shows that it is better than other kernel 

functions in handwritten recognition [12].

Table 2. kernels are used in SVMs

Kernel Name Kernel Function

Linear ( ) j
T

ijiK XXXX =,

Polynomial ( ) ( )dj
T

ijiK 1, += XXXX

Radial Basis Function (RBF) ( ) 






 −−= 2
2

2exp, σjijiK XXXX

Exponential RBF ( ) 






 −−= 22exp, σjijiK XXXX

Perceptron ( ) ( )Θ+= j
T

ijiK XXXX λtanh,

4 RBF Neural Network Structure

The most commonly used family of neural networks for

handwritten characters recognition task is feed-forward 

network, which includes multilayer perceptron (MLP) and 

radial basis function (RBF) networks. Recently researchers 

have begun to examine the use of RBF for solving 

function approximation and pattern classification 

problems. One of the advantages of RBF neural networks, 

compared to multi-layer perceptron networks, is the 

possibility of choosing suitable parameters for the units of 

hidden layer without having to perform a non-linear 

optimization of the network parameters [13]. A schematic 

diagram of an RBF neural network is shown in Fig. 4. The 

construction of the RBFNN involves an input layer, a 

hidden layer and an output layer with feed-forward 

architecture. An RBF neural network with HLA [8] 

learning algorithm has been used for classification in our 

system.
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Figure.4  RBF neural network structure

Typically the activation function of the RBF units is 

chosen as a Gaussian function with mean vector ic and 

variance vector ic  as follows:

)exp()(
2

2

i

i

i

cx
xR

σ

−
−= (4)

Note that 
2

iσ represents the diagonal entries of 

covariance matrix of Gaussian function.

The Zernike Moment descriptors have such desirable 

properties: rotation invariance, robustness to noise, 

expression efficiency, fast computation and multi-level 

representation for describing the various shapes of pattern 

[5]. Zernike Moments are well known and widely used in 

the analysis of optical systems.

5 Experimental Results

In Farsi language, there are ten digits that are shown in 

Fig.5. Because of similarity between (٥ ,٠) and (٣ ,٢) 

especially in the handwritten texts, digits (٠) and (٢ ) are 

not used in postal codes in Iran. Thus, we have 8 different 

classes for digits.

Figure 5.  Digits in Farsi

Dots play an important role in Farsi characters. Fig.6

shows four different characters that only differ in the 

number of and the position of dots. To simplify, we 

neglect these dots and consider the characters in their main 

forms without the dots. We categorize the Farsi characters 

into 8 different classes which are shown in Table.3. 

Figure 6. Four Farsi Characters with different dots and 

similar patterns

Table.3. Final character classes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

� � � � � � � 	 


� �  � � � �

� � � � � �

� � � � �

� � �

 !

The basic SVM is a binary classifier. There are some 

strategies for for using SVM as muiti-class clasifier [12]. 

In this study we used exponential radial basis function 

kernel with 3=σ and set 1000=C with One to Others 

SVM method.A training and test set, for characters and 

numerals, were gathered from more than 200 people with 
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different educational background. Our database contains 

480 samples per digit (total of 3840), and 190 samples per 

character (total of 6080). We used 280 samples of each 

digit for training and the rest (200) for test. We also used 

100 samples of each character for training and the rest 

(90) for the test. Table.4 shows results for different R 

blocks size (N).

Table 4. Experimental results for different R blocks size

N

Encoding 

Time

(Character

/Sec)

Feature 

Extraction 

Time(hours)

Avera

ge of

Error

PSNR

(dB)

Size of 

feature 

vector

Averag

e of 

Recogn

ition 

Rate

4 40.1 110 0.941 48.65 1024 92.1%

8 29.5 81 0.962 48.46 256 92.6%

1

6
13.9 38.6 1.059 47.63 64 92.2%

As it is shown in Table.4 with the increase in R blocks 

size, the PSNR and average of error decreases and 

increases respectively and also algorithm becomes faster. 

Column 3 in Table 4 shows feature extraction time for our 

database. Column 6 also shows the average of recognition 

rate for characters and digits in training and test sets. 

There is a trade-off between encoding time and average of 

recognition rate because when N decreases, size of feature 

vector will increase so the classifier learns more details 

and its generalization ability become weak. As feature 

extraction process is faster for N=16 and average of 

recognition rate is also fair so we encoded input images 

with this R blocks size.The classification results for 

characters and numerals are shown in Table.5 for N=16. 

Table 5. Experimental results for N=16

Characters Digits

Train 

set
Test set

Train 

set
Test set

Training 

Time

(hours)

SVM 100% 91.33% 100% 92.71% 35.8

RBF 96.2% 90.9% 98.4% 91.70% 22.5

Conclusions

In this paper we made a comparison of RBF neural 

network and SVM classifiers, whose topologic structure 

are the same. As shown in Table.5, SVM achieves very 

perfect recognition rate in training set and it has better 

generalization ability than RBF classifier but it takes more 

time to be trained. The feature used in the system is fractal 

codes which represent each character or digit as a vector 

with the length of 64. Too large R blocks size (N=32) 

results in loss of feature; while too small R blocks size 

(N=4) decrease recognition rate because the generalization 

ability decrease and the training and test speed decrease 

also. Computational complexity of fractal encoding is the 

disadvantage of fractal feature in the application of 

character recognition which can be removed by adaptive 

search to speed-up fractal image compression.
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